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Emails from a Vet – Part II
Compiled by Libby

More wartime memories from Private First Class Ted Ward, army
surgical tech in North Africa and Europe.
WHAT WE WORE
The army had many strange rules and uniform wearing was one
of them. When we first got to North Africa we were issued six sets of
summer uniforms, but after a while we had to turn them in for winter
Olive Drab (O.D.) and that is the last we saw of summer uniforms.
If we went to Oran,and this was in the summer when it was really hot,
we had to wear our winter O.D. outfit which was wool, with our shirt
sleeves rolled down and a necktie on, and also a T shirt under our wool
shirt.Also we had to salute every officer we saw and the city was full of
officers.We learned quick to get into a bar or beer parlour and stay there.
We wore army combat boots all the time.They were leather boots with
the rough side out and leather that went over your lower leg that fastened
with two straps. Kinda hot. Good
boots were always in demand,The
American army never did have a
good boot.The army combat boot
was ok in the summer time but a
lot of guys ended up with trench
foot in the winter. They tried
pads which were a leather and
rubber combination but they
Ted’s army boots
didn’t work either.

like six peas,a teaspoon of potatoes,a tiny piece of meat etc.When
he complained, they told him to come back for seconds if you are
still hungry. Needless to say he got the same treatment [again].
As for rations.For one thing we sure got tired of SPAM,the meat
– not spam on the computer. Our rations, when we were moving,
was three cans about the size of a soup can.They contained meat
and vegetable stew,meat and vegetable hash,and meat and beans.
The first [the meat and vegetable stew] were congealed fat, and
the meat and beans were a poor second. With them were three
similar cans containing three cigarettes, two pieces of hard candy,
three hard tack wafers that could stand running over by a tank,
and a pack of soluble coffee. Our best meal was fresh fried eggs,
and about once or twice a year we might get a steak. We had
chicken but I think it must have been frozen and thawed many
times.As for local foods the only time I ate in a restaurant was in
southern France right after the landing. We had fried potatoes,
potato soup and locally grown vegetables, mostly tomatoes.
At Thanksgiving and Xmas we ate pretty good.

AND WHAT WE ATE
Cooks were the boss of the kitchen and you tried to stay on
the good side of them or you didn’t get much food. In the States during
training one of the sergeants was training the cooks’ platoon and he was
really rough on them.When he came through the chow line they fed him
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Book Review

Movie Review

The World is Six Feet Square

Taxi for Tobruk

by Alan Caillou – Published by ToExcel, 1956, reprinted 2000

Starring Hardy Krüger

Reviewed by Libby

Reviewed by Val

A handful of men, Arab garb covering
their uniforms, slog across the wet brown
sand of the rain soaked desert. It is wartime.
They have orders to watch the enemy,contact
locals for information,and radio it back to HQ.
They are in North Africa, a hundred miles
behind enemy lines.
That description of the book’s opening
scene sounds like the Rat Patrol series, but it
isn’t. Unlike THE RAT PATROL, this book is
non-fiction.The author served with the British
Intelligence Corps during the war and his military life had as much real
life excitement as the fictional men of the Rat Patrol.This book details
one episode in that life.
Although non-fiction, the book reads like an adventure novel.There
isn’t a dull page as we follow the ever worsening situation for the two
Allied soldiers, first betrayed and then captured by the Italians.To make
matters worse, they were deemed to have been captured when in
disguise—an offense punishable by death.With the worst possible fate
awaiting them,they escaped and made a dash into the desert,racing for
the distant Allied lines. But with little water and no friends, they
were recaptured.
Their situation slipped from bad to worse when they were
transported to Italy. We learn how truly brutal life could be for Allied
prisoners with special status,left in limbo,awaiting their death sentence
to be carried out.Could they escape again? And do it before the Germans
took over their prison?
This factual book includes action but also the minutiae of day-to-day
survival in abysmal conditions. We learn about the characters—both
supportive and frightening—incarcerated with them, and see the
courage our ‘heros’ needed just to survive. This story is a real life
testament to the strength of the human spirit.
I recommend this book as easy-reading, entertaining and
educational. Be advised, however, there is some rough language and
subject matter.
RAT PATROL fans may recognize the
name of this book’s author.Alan Caillou (birth
name Alan Lyle-Smythe) portrayed General
Simms, father of the mute boy in the ‘The
Hide and Go Seek Raid’. Caillou also wrote
the THE RAT PATROL’s ‘The Do or Die Raid’.
Did he draw inspiration from his real life for
that episode? Caillou also wrote adventure
novels under a number of pen names and was involved in many TV
shows of the 1960s and later.
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This ninety-five minute French movie
(with English subtitles), taking place in
the Libyan desert in 1942, is based on a
book by René Havard.The movie,however,focuses mostly on the second part of
the novel, the somewhat strained
relationship between a group of four
soldiers of the FFL (Forces Française Libres) stranded in the desert (Lino
Ventura, Charles Aznavour, Maurice Biraud, Germán Cobos) with their
German prisoner (Hardy Krüger).
Now,does that not remind you of a situation that our four favourite
rats and poor Dietrich might encounter?Together,they will have to survive
and get back to Tobruk,and along the way will learn to know—and even
like–each other (the characters in the movie,not the rats and Dietrich).And
while both sides will control the situation in turn, they act in much the
same way each time,electing to do the honourable thing—if not the most
tactically sound. In a way, you might say it is a story of fraternization,but
somehow the war ends up in the background revealing the men hidden
behind the soldiers.
Not all that much is revealed about survival in the desert,though we
do see our heroes cooking some weird snails (that's what it looked like
anyway) and having to push their vehicle out of the sand,not to mention
trying to find their way (apparently they never heard of navigation by
stars).But they cheat,they have a map and a compass.Even so it does not
stop them from getting stuck in a minefield.
The movie is pretty good, not least of all thanks to the very human
characterization of the main characters.They are not killing machines,they
are human beings trying to do the right thing,even when their lives are at
stake.The one-dimensional image of the "tough soldier" is replaced by one,
much more realistic,of simple men caught in events beyond their control.
A point of interest is that,contrary to the Hitchcock movie "Lifeboat",
which deals with a situation similar in certain aspects, here the German
prisoner is also a good man,an image of the honourable officers fighting
under Rommel's orders.That is somewhat unusual in a movie shot in 1960,
and is a welcome change from the usual,grand tradition of the Résistancecentered movies profusely made around that time in France.It is hard to
acknowledge that one's evil enemy also has a human face,and this movie
manages it brilliantly.
Do heed the joke at the beginning of the movie :
French brigadier :"We don't kill our prisoners."
French soldier :"Of course,we don't have that many of them..."
Only a Frenchman could get away with that without getting lynched.
See the movie trailer here:
http://filmsdefrance.com/FDF_Un_taxi_pour_Tobrouk_1960_rev.html
Ed note:according to IMDB this movie was filmed in Almeria Spain
area— just like The Rat Patrol!
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LETTERS HOME by Barbo
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RAT PUZZLE PAGES
Chain of Death – crossword
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Chain of Death – word find
by Janet Brayden
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Vignettes
MISSED
By Lake

For a week straight it had rained
relentlessly, turning every surface of the
North African landscape into mucilage,
ruining radio reception, shrouding
distance vision. At the wane of sunset,
the Patrol set up camp in the hollow of
a stony escarpment and all four men’s
concerns focused toward vehicles and
weaponry. In the last hour the rain
ceased, only to be replaced by a cold sodden blanket of mist that
knifed through their woolen jackets.
The last attempted maneuver had sputtered miserably, and
Troy’s demeanor was no better. He poked about in his rucksack,
his dark brows forming a ledge above his eyes. The night air—the
color of a bruise—made Troy shiver.
“Problem, Troy?” Moffitt asked. He bore two tin mugs of hot
coffee and raised one to Troy.
Troy stopped and hurriedly pulled off his gloves. “I had a
keffiyah ...wanted it for my neck.” He cradled the hot mug in both
hands. His shoulders hunched turtle-like against the bonechilling damp.
“Perhaps I have one.” Moffitt took a gulp of coffee, set the mug
on the spare tire and began looking through his kit.“Pity you’re
not British Army,you know,Troy.You would have an ascot standard
issue.” He smiled and caught Troy obviously amused behind his
tin mug.
“Ah, here it is.” As he loosed the rumpled keffiyah, a silver
object spun, flashed in the veiled moonlight and plopped at
their feet.
“I’ll be damned,” Troy muttered as he knelt to retrieve the
object. “I thought it was lost,” his utter cold seemingly replaced by
warmth in his voice.
Moffitt crouched low for a better look; he knew immediately
what it was:Troy’s particular good luck token, and when it went
missing the two days of Troy’s black silence worried all three
members of the Patrol.
“Your father’s lighter—from Verdun.” The moonlight and mist
brightened it eerily.
Troy reverently cupped it in the palm of his hand, closed his
fingers over it, but only momentarily, as if it would prestidigitate
away;he opened his hand again to be certain that it was still there.
“It’s amazing, really,” Moffitt mused aloud,“how he managed to
shape the edges, flatten the silver Liberté, and keep just the lady.
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Infinite patience of the convalescent, surely.” Moffitt knew the
severity of Troy’s father’s injury in France, along with Troy’s
unspoken realization how it hastened his death.
Their intensity had drawn Tully and Hitch over to where
they were crouched. Troy caressed his thumb along the lady’s
familiar surface, flicked the flint wheel, and a straight orange
flame leapt to life. “I thought it was lost in the sand after that
attack on the Italians. It had to have bounced, ricocheted, ended
up in your kit.”
“Nah, Sarge,” Hitch said, “Moffitt nicked it.” Troy, startled,
looked to Moffitt.
“Don’t tell him that, Hitch,” Moffitt warned. “He would never
believe that I had a shady past.”
“Fog’s lifted.”Tully observed. “Chow time.”
Notes:
1. To learn more about “Trench Art” check out:
http://www.trenchart.org/index.htm
2. For “military use” of keffiyehs by the LRDG, see:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keffiyeh
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Vignettes, cont’d
Tradition
By Con Featherby

Troy,standing watch atop the dune,saw it first. Light from the setting sun
glanced off it,and he could almost imagine it was a Snow Bunting,skimming
over the empty horizon ahead of the first snow of winter. But it wasn’t a bird;
it wasn’t winter.The flutter was a piece of paper on the wind. Not unusual.The
distant battlefield was littered with the stuff. But now everything was still—all
except the wind,the paper,and the three men around the small fire in the hollow below him.Once the sun went down the wind would rest and so would
the men.
He watched the paper tumble into their encampment. Like a practised
shortstop Hitch scooped it up;then settled next to the fire,uncurling it.Troy
couldn’t see his face but knew the boy’s curiosity. He waited for it come
to words.
“What’s this say,Moffitt? It’s German.” Hitch held out the paper to Moffitt
who sat nearby,hands wrapped around a steaming mug of tea.
Moffitt put his mug onto the sand by his side.He tipped the paper to the
firelight and peered at it.A smile twinkled in his eyes as he scanned the page.
He handed it back.“Lili Marlene,” he said,lifting his mug again.
Hitch shook his head. “I’ve heard Lili sung in German a thousand times.
These words don’t look right.”
Moffitt blew on his tea. “Anthropologically fascinating.”
“Huh?”
Moffitt took a tentative sip from his mug and made a face. “Hot!”he said.
“So this isn’t Lili Marlene?”
Moffitt shrugged. “It is,and it isn’t.” He blew on his tea again.“During the
Napoleonic wars soldiers took songs and made up . . . shall we say, creative
words for them.”
Hitch frowned. “Either it’s Lili or it isn’t.”
Tully spoke up.“Moffitt’s just sayin’that some Jerry made up new words for
Lili.”With a broad wink at Moffitt he added,“He’s too young to hear ‘em,Sarge.”
Hitch leaned forward,his head bent over the paper.Was it only the sunset
putting a pink glow on the back of the boy’s neck?
“Military tradition, Hitch,” Moffitt said, not unkindly. “Soldiers have always
reworded popular songs to voice their discontent with war’s horrible conditions.Same in the Great War.Even Julius Caesar’s troops made up derogatory
lyrics about him.Songs are a safe way to complain.” He nodded at the paper.
“Sometimes the words, like those ones, are simply crude expressions of the
frustration of men too long separated from women. Nothing’s changed in a
couple thousand years.”
“But the Jerries do it too? They seem so...so....” Hitch’s voice trailed off.
“Inhuman?” Moffitt suggested.“Fighting men are pretty much the same
everywhere—even Krauts.And we’re all pretty tired of war.”
“So you going to tell me what this says?”
Moffitt smiled.“No,but tomorrow we’ll start your German lessons.”
“Tomorrow,” said Tully with a laugh,“when you’re older.”
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Gumming Up the Works
By J. Ward

Troy dragged at his cigarette as he paced back and forth beside
the jeep.He pushed up his sleeve,glanced at his watch and frowned.
”How much longer is this going to take, Doctor?”
“Patience is a virtue, old man.” Moffitt bent closer to his patient in
the driver’s seat. With a scissors, he snipped again at Hitch’s head.
“Ouch!” Hitch jerked away from Moffitt. “Darn it, that hurts,
Sarge.”
“Sorry,but this isn’t exactly my area of expertise.” Moffitt straightened
with a frown. He replaced the scissors in the medical kit.“I’m getting
nowhere this way; we’ll have to try something else.Tully?” He held out
his hand out to the man leaning a hip against the jeep’s fender.
“No!” Hitch started to scramble out of the jeep; with a grin,Tully
shoved him back into the seat
“Only way, buddy.”
“Aw!” Hitch scowled as Tully pulled a slender piece of metal out
of his pocket and slapped it into Moffitt’s palm. “You know I don’t
trust those things. One slip and—“ Hitch jerked his finger across
his throat.
“They don’t call ‘em cutthroats for nothing,”Tully drawled.
“Don’t worry.” With a speculative air, Moffitt tested the razor
against the ball of his thumb; he tipped Hitch’s head one way, and
then the other.“I promise I won’t go near anything… important.”
Hitch crossed his arms over his chest. ”Like my ear,you mean—OUCH!”
“Hold still!”
“Got some whiskey in my ditty bag,”Tully offered. “You want a swig?”
Troy dropped his cigarette and scraped sand over it with his
boot. He looked up to measure the angle of the sun, and swore.
“Look, we’re already late, and you know Dietrich’s right behind us.”
”Along with the rest of the Afrika Korps,” Moffitt observed as he
scraped with the razor.
“Exactly. So either hurry up and get done, or slap something over
that mess, or—“
”Got it!” Moffitt folded the razor. Hitch opened one eye cautiously as the sergeant held up a shaggy mass. Troy strode over to the jeep
and grabbed it from him.
“How many times do I have to tell you?” Troy brandished the tangle at Hitch. “Stick it on the steering wheel, stick it behind your ear,
stick it— where the sun don’t shine, I don’t care. But don’t—don’t
go to sleep with it in your mouth again!” Troy flipped the matted
hair into Hitch’s lap, then strode past him and climbed into the rear
of the jeep. He perched on the spare tire and grabbed hold of the
fifty.“Now, let’s get outta here.”
Hitch gingerly felt the bare spot on his scalp. He picked up the
sticky mass of hair and tossed it over his shoulder into the back then
started the jeep and slammed it into gear. As the wheels spun a spray
of gravel, he shook his head dolefully.
“And that was my last piece, too.”
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Not Always a Rat
Pictures of the month
Gary Raymond as
Bonny Prince Charlie
in “Moonraker.”

Eric Braeden/ Hans Gudegast as
Y&R’s Victor Newman

Through the Field Glasses

It looks like Troy has spotted several “rat” references this time.
The sign below was spied in the “signpost forest” in Watson Lake
British Columbia. It seems our Troy can be found in Michigan.
Photo by Libby

And, it appears the ATM is very “ratty” as well. All banks’ in Canada
use the name “G RAYMOND” on their generic cards. Jolly good!
Photo by Barbo
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New Feature! Missing Scenes - Ratty moments that might have been. Every episode of the series has missing moments that
might have illuminated character, enriched the story, or entertained the viewer. Here’s a missing scene from this issue’s
featured episode.

The Chain of Death Raid – A Missing Scene
By Libby Ginn

The set up:When their jeep gets stuck Moffitt and Tully are delayed getting to the rendezvous to meet Troy.As a result Troy
and Dietrich are captured by Arab slave traders. Hitch, not aware of this, has joined the German column heading for a
critical oasis. Moffitt and Tully finally arrive at the rendezvous spot, but Troy’s not there . . .
Moffitt looked at his watch, then again scanned across the smouldering wreckage. Smoke from burning tires prickled at
his nostrils.“Bloody hell,” he said under his breath. First the debacle at the oasis the night before and now this.The mission
had been a mess from the start.Where the hell was Troy?
“Sarge,” said Tully, crouched near a burned out lorry.“Look’t this.”Tully’s focus was on something by his feet.“Horse tracks.”
Moffitt strode to look, and then turned full around, eyes raking the horizon. Nothing equine in view.
“Nothin’ for grazin’‘round here,”Tully pointed out.
“Not likely they wandered here on their own.”
“Arabs?”
Moffitt chewed his lip.“Possibly.” Some regular indentations in the sand caught his eye.He crouched.The imprint of a heavy
chain lay over some of the prints. Concern about Troy’s absence grew.
“More tracks,” said Tully standing at the rise of the dune.“Horses and two men on foot. Draggin’ a chain.” He squinted into
the distance.“Headin’ south.”
“Bloody hell,” said Moffitt.They were late already and Hitch was driving straight into the German oasis without back up.
Moffitt peered to the south. No sign of movement on the horizon.
Tully jogged to the jeep. The engine roared angrily to life and he spun it toward the trail in the sand and halted,engine gunning.
“Wait,”said Moffitt.“We’ve got to catch up to that column.Hitch’s on his own and if the Germans spot him,they’ll have him.”
The jeep engine muttered reluctantly down to a rough idle.
“And no matter what, we must destroy that water hole this time.” Moffitt said into the relative silence.
Tully didn’t answer. His eyes were on the horizon—the way the footprints led. Moffitt took a deep breath and let it out.
“It’s not your fault,Tully.”
“But we can’t give up on him.Those chain marks. Could be slave traders.”
“Could be, but Troy’d be the first to say the mission comes first.” Moffitt scanned the cloudless sky.The tracks would still
be there tomorrow.“We’ll come back.”
Tully worried the matchstick between his teeth.
“It’s a two day walk to any Arab settlement,Tully.They can’t sell him for two days—even,” Moffitt added with a small smile as he
climbed into the jeep,“if they can find anyone mad enough to buy him.We’ll find him—as soon as the mission’s accomplished.”
MISSING SCENES
Here’s your chance to jump right into the Rat Patrol.We invite you, our readers, to come up with the scenes you didn’t see in the series.The next
episode featured in Dunes will be “The Do or Die Raid”.
Here are a few possible missing scenes from that episode to whet your creativity, but there could be others. Put your imagination to work.
A scene with Hitch and Tully waiting for the others to return. Do they talk? Do they have thoughts about the mission or the ‘new’ guy?
A scene set near the end when Moffitt,Tully and Hitch wait for Troy and the safe cracking specialist to return.What might they have talked about?
Did Moffitt tell them what happened in the German HQ?
A scene set at the very end after the safe cracker is taken away by the medics.What might the men have said then? Did Troy then share his reasons
for rescuing the safe cracker after all?
More than one Missing Scene from the featured episode may appear in each issue. It depends on the interest shown by contributors, but each individual
scene must be less than 500 words. For more guidelines and rules for submissions, please see www.suncompass.fandom.tv/dunes_submissions.htm
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RAT HOBBIES
by Libby

Talk about charming—and practical too!
With these lovely wineglass identifiers you’d
never lose track of your beverage at ratty
functions.
Judith has, with affection, distilled themes
from the Rat Patrol show and its well-loved
characters and skilfully combined beads and
delightful charms to represent those themes in
wineglass identifiers. She even hand painted
some of the beads with extra color and glitter.
Each charm is a unique and beautiful homage
to the show.

RAT RECIPE – Rice pudding à la Troy by Barbo
Crack open 4 tins of army ration rice pudding, and call it a day. Don’t forget to add a pinch of sand for authentic
North African flavour. Serve in the can at desert temperature. Good eatin’, old buddy.

Disclaimer: This is a non–profit, fan, electronic publication. No copyright infringement is intended. Dunes is a free newsletter. For more information and submission guidelines:
http://www.suncompass.fandom.tv/dunes.htm or contact email addie: rpdunes@gmail.com © Copyright Barbo/Libby 2008
Credits: Editor–in–Chief – Libby / Managing Editor & Art Director – Barbo
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